Department of Chemistry
University of Mumbai

Applications are invited for the following position at the Department of Chemistry, University of Mumbai to work in a research project sponsored by the Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences, Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India.

Position : Junior Research Fellow (JRF)

Title of the project : Supramolecular interactions based nano-scale electrochemical sensors for certain metal ions of nuclear technological importance

Qualifications : M.Sc. in Analytical/Physical Chemistry securing a minimum of 55% marks

Emoluments : Rs 8000 per month

Duration : 3 Years

Applications on plain paper with full bio-data, marks cards and testimonials should reach Professor A. K. Srivastava, Principal Investigator, BRNS Project, Department of Chemistry, University of Mumbai, Vidyaganjari, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400 089 within 15 days of the appearance of this advertisement.

Geo-Analytical Data Facilities on ‘Payment’ at WIHG, DEHRA DUN

Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology (WIHG) Dehra Dun (an autonomous research Institution of Department of Science & Technology, Govt of India) provides high quality analytical services to research scholars, govt agencies, universities, industries and individuals on payment basis. The in-house laboratories are equipped with instruments like W.D. XRFS, XRD, SEM, AAS, ICP–AES and ICP–MS. The following type of analytical services are available: Sample preparation; determination of major oxides, trace and rare earth elements, compound/mineral identification and microscope studies. Sample may be rocks, soil, sludge and/or water/effluents. The rates of analytical services are available on the Institute’s website: www.him-geology.com. For further details, please contact Director, Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology, 33 GMS Road, Dehra Dun 248 001 (e-mail: director@wihg.res.in; Phone: 0135-2625952; Fax: 0135-2625212.)